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Abstract
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Patients with a severe mental illness (smi) are at increased risk for developing cardio-metabolic syndrome. Lifestyle interventions may not only improve physical health,
but mental well-being as well. To date, studies investigating the psychosocial effects of
lifestyle interventions in smi patients are scarce, especially for residential patients. The
aim of this study was to assess the psychosocial effects of a combined diet-and-exercise
lifestyle intervention targeting the obesogenic environment of smi residential patients.
This randomized controlled, multicenter pragmatic trial was conducted in 29 teams of
sheltered and clinical care facilities in two institutions in the Netherlands. Team tailored
diet-and-exercise interventions were set up to change the obesogenic environment into
a healthier setting, and team members were trained in how to support patients to make
healthier choices. Patients in the control group received care as usual. The Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (cdss), Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (panss),
Health of the Nation Outcome Scales (honos) and the Manchester Short Assessment of
Quality of Life (mansa) were measured at baseline and after three and twelve months.
Psychosocial data were available for 770 patients: 384 in the intervention group (15
teams) and 386 controls (14 teams). Participants were on average 48.6 ± 12.5 years
old, 62.7% were men, and 73.7% were suffering from a psychotic disorder. Linear mixed
model analysis showed that the current lifestyle intervention compared to care as usual
did not improve psychosocial outcomes over time. This may be due to difficulties with
implementation of the intervention, the intervention not being specifically designed
for improvements in mental well-being, or the small change approach, which may take
longer to reach an effect. This is the first large trial in residential smi patients. Further
research might elucidate what type of lifestyle intervention under what circumstances
positively affects psychosocial outcomes in this population.

Introduction
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Psychosocial effects of a lifestyle intervention

Increased awareness of the somatic health of patients with a severe mental illness (smi)
has resulted in a large body of research on lifestyle interventions. These intervention
studies aim at weight loss or weight gain prevention and therefore focus on physical risk
factors of the cardiometabolic syndrome, such as waist circumference, triglycerides,
fasting glucose, cholesterol levels and blood pressure. A recent meta-analysis shows
that waist circumference, triglycerides and fasting glucose indeed improve in psychotic
patients after implementation of lifestyle interventions1. Besides an effect on physical
health, lifestyle interventions may also affect psychosocial well-being because of the
association between lifestyle factors and mental health. In the general population for
example, exercise is associated with decreased symptoms of depression, anxiety, and
positive mood, independently of physical health2,3. Furthermore, lower levels of physical activity and higher levels of sedentary behavior are associated with more severe
negative and depressive symptoms in patients with schizophrenia4,5. Also, unhealthy
dietary habits have been associated with a risk of depression (for an overview see Lang,
Beglinger, Schweinfurth, Walter, & Borgwardt, 2015).
A number of studies have investigated the effect of lifestyle interventions on
psychosocial functioning in smi patients. For example, a program of physical exercise
reduced psychotic symptoms7,8, anxiety9 and stress10. Quality of life improved after a
nutritional intervention11, and after a psycho-educational program for weight control12.
Positive effects on depressive symptoms were found after an aerobic exercise program13,
an activity-and-diet intervention14,15 or exercise therapy8. However, symptomatic stability
or unchanged quality of life were also reported after lifestyle interventions16–21. Drawing
firm conclusions about the effect of such programs is complicated by methodological
challenges of most of these studies, such as a small sample size (ranging from a total
sample size of 10 to 33)7,11–13,16,18,20,21 or the lack of a control group10,14,15. The effect of
lifestyle interventions on the mental health of patients with smi is therefore unclear.
Importantly, most studies assessing the effect of a lifestyle intervention have included
outpatients, or aimed to prevent weight gain when starting antipsychotics in first episode
patients. Adopting a healthy lifestyle is difficult even for people without a mental illness.
However, patients with smi face additional challenges because of increased appetite
and sedation due to the use of antipsychotics22, the presence of negative symptoms23,
low self-esteem and low confidence24. This challenge is even larger for residential
patients, due to the obesogenic environment of residential facilities. An obesogenic
environment can be described as an environment that provides limited opportunities
for exercising and easy access to high-calorie food as opposed to healthy alternatives25.
Therefore, the Effectiveness of Lifestyle Interventions in PSychiatry (elips) study was
designed for mental health care teams of sheltered and clinical care facilities with the
goal to improve the obesogenic environment26. This paper describes the secondary,
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psychosocial, outcomes of the elips study. We hypothesized that a lifestyle intervention
would lead to reduced feelings of depression, reduced psychotic symptoms, improved
overall functioning and improved quality of life.
Materials and Methods
Design
The main characteristics of this study will be described briefly below (the study design
is described in detail elsewhere26). In short, this is a multicenter cluster randomized
controlled pragmatic trial including 29 mental health care teams of sheltered and longterm clinical care facilities of two psychiatric institutions (Lentis and ggz Friesland) in
the Netherlands. Randomization took place at team level; (separate teams of) sites were
randomly assigned to the lifestyle intervention or the treatment as usual control group,
stratified for institution, location (rural or city), living situation (sheltered or clinical),
and caseload (ranging from 20 to 65). Teams were randomized by a computerized
random number generator by a non-participating research nurse. The Medical Ethical
Committee for Research in Mental Health Care (Metigg) approved of the trial and
stated that the study protocol and the use of anonymized data from Routine Outcome
Monitoring (rom; see assessment procedures), collected in accordance with the latest
version of the Declaration of Helsinki and consistent with national and international
regulations as confirmed by the Ethical Board of University Medical Center Groningen,
does not fall under the scope of the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act,
therefore no written informed consent was obtained. The trial is registered in the Dutch
Trial Registry (ntr2720, www.trialregister.nl).
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Recruitment was from September 2010 till December 2011. All 29 teams with a total
of 814 patients were randomized into 14 control teams and 15 intervention teams
consisting of a total of 414 and 400 patients respectively. All patients of the participating
teams were automatically included if they took part in the annual rom screening.
Exclusion criteria were age below 18, pregnancy, diagnosis of Korsakov’s syndrome or
inability to perform physical activity measurements. The sample size calculation was
based on the primary outcome and showed that 240 patients were needed in both the
control and the intervention group to detect a clinical relevant change of -5% in waist
circumference (alpha = 0.05, power .90 and taking a 10% drop-out into account).
Intervention
The intervention was aimed at teams of health care professionals to adjust the
obesogenic environment according to pre-determined elips lifestyle goals: 1) At least

two physical activities per week, 2) At least three changes in daily food supply that
favor health, 3) A weekly food workshop, in which patients learn to buy, cook and eat
healthy food products and 4) A sustainable change in the obesogenic environment on
organization level (subgoals are described elsewhere26). The intervention was aimed at
small changes because this has a high chance to lead to changes that are sustainable
in long-term27. During the 1-month preparation phase, two lifestyle coaches per team
set up a team specific lifestyle plan based on the (un)healthy behaviors and activities at
that site as well as patients’ and teams’ preferences, the teams’ opportunities and site
specific logistic possibilities. During the subsequent 3-month implementation phase,
the lifestyle coaches worked out the team specific lifestyle plan by organizing activities
and workshops on healthy behaviors for and with the team, and trained the teams in
creating a healthy environment and stimulating a healthier lifestyle in their patients.
Teams gradually took over the responsibility for organizing lifestyle activities. During
the subsequent 9-month monitoring phase, the teams set goals to achieve in the next
period. We expected that with this structure, improvements could be achieved in the
implementation phase and sustained in the period of monitoring and thereafter.
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Assessments

Psychosocial effects of a lifestyle intervention

The outcomes were administered by trained nurses during the rom screening, a
standard care annual screening of mental and physical health which is part of the
regular clinical practice in the participating organizations. rom procedures are fully
explained to participants, after which they are free to opt-out for the use of their data in
the research database, where data is anonymized. Nurses were blind for the condition
the patients were allocated to (except for one location where two teams assessed each
other’s patients). Two regular assessments were used for the baseline and 12-month
measurements and one additional rom-screening was organized for the 3-month
measurement. For the latter participants received a fee of €5 for participating. In the
current article we will describe the psychosocial outcomes.
The Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (cdss28) was used to assess
depressive symptoms. Scores on the nine items of the scale range from zero (absent)
to three (severe) and are assessed during a structured interview and summed scores
were used in the analysis. The cdss has good psychometric properties and measures
depression differentially from negative symptoms29.
Psychotic symptoms were assessed using a shortened version of the Positive and
Negative Syndrome Scale based on remission criteria (panss30,31). The shortened version
included items assessing delusions, conceptual disorganization, hallucinatory behavior,
blunted affect, social withdrawal, lack of spontaneity, mannerisms and posturing and
unusual thought content. Scores range from one (absent) to seven (extreme). The sum
of these eight items will be used to examine psychotic symptoms.
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Overall functioning was measured with the Health of the Nation Outcome Scales
(honos32). This observational questionnaire encompasses four domains (behavioral
problems, organic problems, psychological symptoms, social problems) divided in 12
questions that are scored by a clinician. Scores range from zero (no problems) to four
(severe problems) and were summed. The scale has shown moderately high internal
consistency and interrater reliability32.
Quality of life was measured with the Manchester Short Assessment of Quality of
Life (mansa33), a 12-item self-report questionnaire capturing satisfaction within several
psychosocial domains scored on a scale from one (could not be worse) to seven (could
not be better). Summed scores were used for data analysis. The mansa has good
construct validity and internal consistency33.
Data on age (calculated from birth year), gender, living situation and medication
were subtracted from patient records. Chlorpromazine equivalents of antipsychotic
dosage were calculated according to Gardner and colleagues34.

Chapter 6

Statistical Analysis
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We investigated whether a lifestyle intervention aimed at reducing the obesogenic
elements in the living environment would lead to reduced feelings of depression,
reduced psychotic symptoms, improved overall functioning, and improved quality of life
compared to the care as usual control group. We specifically hypothesized that for the
intervention group changes in outcomes would be achieved in the first three months
(implementation phase) and could be maintained thereafter (monitoring phase).
Data were checked on the assumption of normality and transformations were applied
where necessary. Differences in baseline characteristics between the groups were
examined with the chi-square test for categorical variables, independent t-tests for
normally distributed continuous variables and Mann-Whitney U tests for non-normally
distributed continuous variables. Differences on psychosocial outcomes over time were
analyzed according to the intention-to-treat principle and using a likelihood-based
multi-level linear mixed model, taking the randomization strata of teams into account.
To be able to investigate the effect separately for the two phases of the intervention
we created two dummy variables for time, where the reference category was baseline
compared to the 3-month and 12-month measurements respectively. Condition
(intervention or control), the dummy variables for time and both interaction terms of
condition and the time variables were entered into the model as fixed factors. Age,
gender, chlorpromazine equivalents and living situation were entered into the model
as covariates. An unstructured covariance structure was selected for the correlation
between the repeated measures. spss version 22 was used for all the analyses and the
alpha was set at .05.

Post hoc analyses
Because sheltered facilities require a higher level of functioning (i.e. less dependence
on others for daily tasks) than clinical care facilities, one could expect the severity
of (consequences of) illness to be different between these groups. Because the
distribution of living situation in the intervention group differs from the distribution
of living situation in the control group, we were interested whether possible baseline
differences between intervention and control group could be explained by this uneven
distribution of living situation. To this end, we performed analyses of variance (anovas)
on found baseline differences with condition as predictor and living situation as
covariate. Further, the intervention may have a different effect on patients in sheltered
facilities than on patients in clinical facilities. Therefore, the effect of the intervention on
psychosocial outcomes was investigated separately for sheltered facilities and clinical
care facilities using the linear mixed models described above.
Results
Patient Characteristics

Psychosocial outcomes
The results of the linear mixed models for the cdss, panss, honos and mansa are listed
in Table 2. Mean scores at each time point are presented in Figure 2. The intervention
had no effect on the course of depressive symptoms (cdss), psychotic symptoms (panss)

6

Psychosocial effects of a lifestyle intervention

Fifteen teams were allocated to the intervention group and 14 to the control group. Out
of the 814 patients automatically included, 770 patients (384 in intervention group and
386 in the control group) had data on at least one psychosocial measure at baseline or
the 12-month measurement, making them eligible for analysis (see Figure 1 for a flow
chart). Baseline clinical and demographical characteristics of the patients included in the
analyses are presented in Table 1. Despite randomization, the intervention and control
group differed on several demographical characteristics: patients in the intervention
group were on average older, were prescribed higher doses of antipsychotic medication,
more patients in the intervention group were living in clinical care facilities and more
patients were diagnosed with a substance related disorder. The intervention group
reported less depressive symptoms and had a higher quality of life at baseline.
Post hoc analyses revealed that when living situation was included as a covariate,
groups no longer differed on antipsychotic dosage. Differences in age were partly
explained by living situation (f = 47.22, p < .001), but differences in age between
the groups remained significant (f = 5.09; p = .024). Living situation did not explain
differences between the groups with regard to substance related disorder, depressive
symptoms and quality of life as condition remained the only significant predictor (b =
-.439, or = .645, p = .002; f = 8.06; p = .005; f = 6.715, p = .010) for these differences.
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or overall functioning (honos). The course of quality of life (mansa; possible range 1284) did differ between groups; the intervention group showed a significant reduction in
quality of life over time (-1.01 points after three months and -1.66 points after twelve
months), while the quality of life of the control group increased (1.46 points after
three months and 1.36 points after twelve months). These differences in course were
significant for both periods (β=-2.068, p = .036 and β=-3.583, p < .001, respectively), but
the main change took place in the first three months (see Figure 2). The intervention
group scored significantly better at baseline (see Table 1), but had similar levels of
quality of life as the control group at the 3-month and 12-month measurement (see
Figure 2).
Post hoc analyses

Chapter 6

Post hoc analyses for sheltered and clinical care facilities separately showed that the
scores on the outcome measures behave differently over time (Supplementary Table
1 and Supplementary Figure 1). In the clinical care facilities, the intervention group
showed a significant increase in depressive symptoms (cdss; possible range 0-27) in the
first three months (mean difference was .93 points) and between baseline and twelve
months (.96 points) while the depressive symptoms of the control group reduced (-.4
points after three months, and -.15 points after twelve months). These differences in
course were significant for both periods (β = .573 p = .003 and β = -.358, p = .031,
respectively). The intervention group of the sheltered facilities showed a significantly
greater increase in psychotic symptoms (panss; possible range 8-56) from baseline to
the 12-month measurement (2.66 points) than the control group (.05 points; β = -1.824,
p < .001). For quality of life, the intervention group of the sheltered facilities showed
a decrease over time (-1.07 points after three months and -3.01 points after twelve
months) compared to an increase of the control group (1.85 points after three months
and 1.58 points after twelve months). These differences in course were significant for
both periods (β = -2.832, p = .040 and β = -5.826, p < .001, respectively).
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30 Teams
agreed to
participate
29 Teams
underwent matching
and randomization
Intervention arm:
15 teams
400 patients

1 Team excluded:
exclusively served patients suffering from
Korsakov‘s syndrome

Control arm:
14 teams
414 patients

1-Month
preparation phase
Included in analysis:
327 patients with at
least one psychosocial measure

Included in analysis:
303 patients with at
least one psychosocial measure
Included in analysis:
341 patients with at
least one psychosocial measure

Baseline measures:
329 patients

Baseline measures:
352 patients

Start intervention:
3-month
implementation phase

Care as usual

3-Month follow-up:
318 patients

3-Month follow-up:
320 patients

9-Month
monitoring phase

Care as usual

12-Month follow-up:
341 patients

12-Month follow-up:
339 patients

n

Total

Intervention

Included in analysis:
320 patients with at
least one psychosocial measure

Control

p

770 48.0 ± 12.5 49.1 ± 11.9 47.0 ± 13.0
770
63.2
64.6
61.9
770
59.0
54.2
63.7
41.0
45.8
36.3
770
73.7
76.6
70.7
10.0
9.9
10.1
32.7
29.7
35.8
3.6
2.3
4.9
12.5
14.8
10.1
9.2
7.8
10.6
24.8
22.7
26.9
613 28.1 ± 6.3 27.8 ± 6.3 28.3 ± 6.2
613
34.1
34.0
34.2
613
32.0
29.6
34.2

.020
.443

651

.146

90.0
91.8
400
450
Chlorpromazine equivalent 635 [133; 600] [205;
640]
Scores for dependent variables
cdss
406 1.0 [0.0; 4.0] 1.0 [0.0; 3.8]
panss
481 17.5 ± 6.2 17.7 ± 6.2
honos
562 13.4 ± 6.2 13.2 ± 6.0
mansa
578 60.1 ± 12.4 61.5 ± 12.0
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Included in analysis:
336 patients with at
least one psychosocial measure

.007
.066
.923
.073
.056
.047
.178
.168
.260
.968
.225

88.4
300
[150; 600]

.006

2.0 [0.0; 5.0]
17.3 ± 6.1
13.6 ± 6.4
58.9 ± 12.7

.003
.584
.428
.011

Table 1. Baseline
characteristics
of
study participants.
Table
represents
mean ± standard
deviation, median
[25th;75th percentile] or percentage.
The total n differs
per variable due to
missing data.

Psychosocial effects of a lifestyle intervention

Variable
Demographical
Age, yrs
Male sex
Housing
Sheltered living
Clinical care facilities
Psychiatric diagnosis
Psychotic disorder
Mood disorder
Personality disorder
Anxiety disorder
Substance related disorder
Developmental disorder
Psychiatric comorbidity
bmi, kg/m2
Overweight (25-30 kg/m2)
Obese (>30 kg/m2))
Antipsychotic medication
Antipsychotics

Included in analysis:
349 patients with at
least one psychosocial measure

Figure 1. Participant flow in Routine
Outcome Monitoring (rom) used for
evaluation of the intervention. Patients
for whom data on at
least one psychosocial measure were
available at baseline and/or endpoint
(12-month measurement) were included in the analysis;
44 patients were
excluded for having only 3-month
measurement data.
Most common reasons for no-show
were unwillingness
to participate, hospitalization, moved
or deceased (unrelated to the study).
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Table 2. Psychosocial outcomes after
three and twelve
months of lifestyle intervention in
residential
SMI
patients.
Results
of linear mixed models analyses on
cdss, panss, honos
and mansa scores
adjusted for age,
gender, chlorpromazine equivalents
and living situation.
a
Reference
category: control condition. bTime was
entered as dummy
variables for the
3 and 12-month
measurement; reference category:
baseline. cReference
category: difference
from baseline to the
3-month measurement for the control condition. dReference category:
difference from baseline to 12-month
measurement for
controls.
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Figure 2. Crude
mean scores on
the a) cdss (range
0-27), b) shortened
version of the panss
(range 7-56), c) honos (range 0-48)
and d) mansa (range 12-84) for intervention and control
group over time.
Note that higher
scores
indicate
worse symptoms/
functioning on cdss,
panss and honos,
but better quality of
life on mansa. Asterisks indicate significant differences
between the intervention and control
group of the marked
time point compared to baseline.
intervention
control

β

95% ci

se

p

cdss (n=629)
Interventiona
Three monthsb
Twelve monthsb
Intervention*three monthsc
Intervention*twelve monthsd

-.30
-.01
.09
.19
.17

[-.50;-.09]
[-.17;.14]
[-.06;.23]
[-.03;.40]
[-.05;.39]

.10
.08
.07
.11
.11

.004
.872
.243
.095
.131

panss (n=597)
Interventiona
Three monthsb
Twelve monthsb
Intervention*three monthsc
Intervention*twelve monthsd

-.19
.06
.51
.20
.81

[-1.21;.84]
[-.56;.67]
[-.10;1.11]
[-.64;1.04]
[-.06;1.68]

.52
.31
.31
.43
.44

.723
.859
.103
.639
.069

honos (n=700)
Interventiona
Three monthsb
Twelve monthsb
Intervention*three monthsc
Intervention*twelve monthsd

-.75
.32
.21
-.02
.02

[-1.69;.19]
[-.53;1.16]
[-.63;1.05]
[-1.13;1.09]
[-1.16;1.19]

.48
.43
.43
.56
.60

.118
.427
.620
.966
.978

mansa (n=670)
Interventiona
Three monthsb
Twelve monthsb
Intervention*three monthsc
Intervention*twelve monthsd

2.36
1.81
1.50
-2.80
-4.16

[.30;4.41]
[.22;3.41]
[.08;2.91]
[-4.96;-6.29]
[-6.18;-2.14]

1.05
.81
.72
1.10
1.03

.025
.026
.038
.012
< .001

a.
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0

b. panss (shortened version)

cdss

21
20
19
18
17
16
Baseline

c.
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

3 months

Baseline

12 months

honos

d.
63

3 months

12 months

mansa

62
61
60
59

Baseline

3 months

12 months

58
57
Baseline

3 months

12 months

Discussion
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This study examined the psychosocial effects of a 12-month diet-and-exercise lifestyle
intervention targeting the obesogenic environment of residential patients with smi. The
results showed that the intervention did not lead to improvements in psychosocial wellbeing over time compared to standard care. Instead, the results indicate an increase of
depressive symptoms and a decreased quality of life in the intervention group.
Contrary to our hypothesis, patients in the intervention group demonstrated a
slight deterioration in mental well-being. Interpreting this finding is complicated since
the intervention group had significantly less depressive symptoms (cdss) and better
quality of life (mansa) at baseline, thus changes over time could be the result of
regression toward the mean rather than an effect of the intervention. Furthermore,
the changes over time in the intervention group are small: one point on the cdss, of
which the minimal clinically important difference (mcid) is 1.3 points35, and 1.5 point
on the mansa which, although the mcid is unknown, seems small compared to the
possible range of 12-84 points. In addition, baseline levels of all psychosocial outcomes
were already remarkably good. This may be due to an optimal medication balance that
has been established over the years, patients having come to terms with their current
living situation, and the high level of psychosocial support in residential settings20. This
makes it harder to achieve improvements, especially by an intervention not specifically
designed for improvements in mental well-being. Thus, the difference in depressive
symptoms and quality of life could be a result of non-optimal randomization of the
teams and may not reflect clinically relevant changes in well-being. Also, interpreting
the increase in psychotic symptoms in the sheltered intervention groups is not
straightforward. Whether this is due to factors related to the study is unclear.
Nevertheless, it is possible that a growing awareness of having an unhealthy lifestyle
and of the risks this brings along has negatively affected psychosocial outcomes.
Increasing the attention for a healthy lifestyle, but possibly not establishing sufficient
change in the obesogenic environment in order to create opportunities for patients
to change their lifestyle, could have caused an unintentional deterioration of mental
wellbeing. Indeed, while not assessed, some experimental teams perceived barriers to
implementation of the intervention on organizational level (e.g. in changing the food
that is prepared by a central kitchen), on team level (e.g. staff members are hesitant
to take away unhealthy choices) and on patient level (e.g. some patients could not be
motivated or considered it very difficult to reduce their health risks). Furthermore, it
takes time to change the environment because this requires a change in the existing
culture, in which lifestyle and somatic health have long been neglected36,37. At some
sites the changes were implemented in the monitoring phase rather than in the
implementation phase and therefore had less time to become effective. In addition
to difficulties with implementation of the intervention, the small change approach
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may have led to environmental changes that were too small to bring about detectable
changes in psychosocial functioning during the study period.
Another possible explanation for our findings is that the causal relationship between
lifestyle factors and psychosocial well-being is weaker within the smi population than
in the general population. In the general population this relationship is well studied,
and several pathways have been proposed. For example, exercise is thought to have
a positive effect on psychosocial functioning through increased levels of endorphins
or serotonin, and through psychological changes such as increased self-efficacy, selfesteem, and interruptions from negative thoughts2,38. Dietary quality may have an effect
through biological processes such as the stress response system39 or, in the case of a
shift to healthier diet, with the experience of successful behavior change40. Despite
these well-accepted associations and positive effects of lifestyle interventions in the
general population41, evidence for positive effects in the severe mentally ill population
is limited and if any, they mostly stem from methodologically challenged studies7,10,12,42.
Other studies have found no effects16–21 and the results of the current study could
indicate that the effects of changes in lifestyle on psychosocial functioning is not as
strong, or even absent, in smi patients compared to the general population. This should
be elucidated in future research.
The elips study has unique strengths beyond the large representative sample of a
population that is rarely the subject of intervention studies. The pragmatic nature of the
trial has several advantages, such as a high generalizability and high clinical value43: the
study design allowed regular staff members to adopt changes in real life settings that
fitted well within the team’s specific daily working routine. However, the downside of
pragmatic trials is the limited control over the specific interventions used, the degree of
implementation in the experimental teams and the degree to which teams in the control
teams have stimulated health behaviors of their patients. Unfortunately, in the current
study a process evaluation is lacking, which may have shed light on the degree to which
implementation was successful. Future pragmatic trials in this field might consider
including a process evaluation to investigate the reach, dose delivery and adherence of
the intervention, and whether sites with a higher level of implementation are able to
reach more health gain. Another limitation that should be mentioned is that no specific
efforts were undertaken to improve psychosocial functioning, as the changes made in
the environment primarily aimed to reduce cardiometabolic risk factors. It could be that
lifestyle interventions need to be combined with individual counselling or behavioral
therapy to have an effect on psychosocial functioning.
This is the first large multicenter randomized trial to investigate the effect of a
lifestyle intervention targeting the obesogenic environment of residential smi patients.
The study showed no improvements on psychosocial well-being after three or twelve
months. More research, including process evaluation, is needed to investigate the

effect of different types of lifestyle interventions on somatic as well as psychosocial
outcomes, including an examination of barriers to success and how to overcome them.
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Sheltered facilities
b
95% ci
se
p

Clinical care facilities
b
95% ci
se p

[-0.43;0.09]
[-0.07;0.29]
[-0.01;0.36]
[-0.28;0.28]
[-0.26;0.32]

0.13
0.09
0.09
0.14
0.15

.208
.257
.064
.979
.837

-0.51
-0.32
-0.07
0.57
0.38

[-0.83;-0.19]
[-0.60; 0.04]
[-0.31;0.17]
[0.20;0.94]
[0.04;0.73]

0.16
0.14
0.12
0.19
0.18

.002
.028
.565
.003
.031

panss
(nsheltered=388, nclinical=209)
-0.98
Interventiona
-0.08
3 monthsb
0.17
12 monthsb
Intervention*3 monthsc 0.69
Intervention*12 monthsd 1.82

[-2.25;0.29]
[-0.81;0.64]
[-0.52;0.87]
[-0.32;1.70]
[0.81;2.84]

0.64
0.37
0.35
0.51
0.51

.129
.827
.624
.179
< .001

1.49
0.33
1.25
-0.99
-1.44

[-0.33;3.32]
[-0.83;1.48]
[-2.50;0.53]
[-2.50;0.53]
[-3.05;0.17]

0.93
0.58
0.57
0.76
0.81

.108
.578
.031
.200
.079

honos
(nsheltered=406, nclinical=294)
-0.17
Interventiona
1.20
3 monthsb
0.39
12 monthsb
c -0.51
Intervention*3 months
Intervention*12 monthsd -0.09

[-1.35;1.00]
[0.22;2.19]
[-0.59;1.38]
[-1.86;0.83]
[-1.48;1.30]

0.59
0.50
0.50
0.68
0.71

.771
.017
.432
.453
.899

-1.35
-1.32
0.08
1.06
-0.09

[-2.86;0.16]
[-2.88;0.24]
[-1.38;1.54]
[-0.88;3.00]
[-1.91;2.09]

0.77
0.79
0.74
0.98
1.02

.079
.095
.916
.282
.929

mansa
(nsheltered=418, nclinical=252)
3.85
Interventiona
1.69
3 monthsb
1.93
12 monthsb
Intervention*3 monthsc -2.83
Intervention*12 monthsd -5.83

[1.04;6.13]
[-0.22;3.61]
[0.17;3.69]
[-5.54;-0.12]
[-8.38;-3.27]

1.30
0.97
0.89
1.38
1.30

.006
.082
.032
.040
< .001

-0.05
2.62
0.82
-3.33
-1.35

[-3.51;3.42]
[-0.38;5.61]
[-1.52;3.16]
[-7.10;0.44]
[-4.65;1.95]

1.76
1.52
1.18
1.91
1.67

.979
.087
.490
.083
.420
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cdss
(nsheltered=390, nclinical=239)
-0.17
Interventiona
0.11
3 monthsb
0.18
12 monthsb
Intervention*3 monthsc -0.01
Intervention*12 monthsd 0.03

S u p p l e m e n ta r y
table 1. Results for
linear mixed models separate for
patients in sheltered care facilities
and clinical care
facilities adjusted
for age, gender and
chlorpromazine
equivalents. aReference category is
control condition
b
Time was entered
as dummy variables
for the 3-month and
12-month measurement; baseline is
the reference category. cReference
category is the difference from baseline to the 3-month
measurement for
the control condition. dReference
category is the difference from baseline to the 12-month
measurement for
the control condition.
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S u p p l e m e n ta r y
figure 1. Crude
mean scores on
the a) Calgary Depression Scale for
Schizophrenia, b)
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale
(remission items), c)
Health of the Nation Outcome Scales
and d) Manchester
Short Assessment
of Quality of Life
for intervention and
control group over
time, separate for
patients in sheltered and clinical care
facilities. Note that
higher scores indicate worse symptoms/functioning
on cdss, panss, and
honos, but better
quality of life on
mansa.
Asterisks
indicate significant
differences
between the intervention and control
group compared to
baseline.
intervention
control

cdss sheltered living
a.
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0
0 Baseline
3 months 12 months
panss (shortened version)
sheltered living

b.
21
20
19

18

17
16
15

17
16
15

Baseline

.

cc.
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10

3 months

12 months

honos sheltered living

Baseline

3 months

12 months

mansa sheltered living

59
58
57

Baseline

3 months

12 months

panss (shortened version)
clinical care

Baseline

3 months

12 months

honos clinical care
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
63
62
61

Baseline

3 months

12 months

mansa clinical care

60

60
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21
20
19

18

d.
63
62
61
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cdss clinical care
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0

Baseline

3 months

12 months

59
58
57

Baseline

3 months

12 months
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